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Fen Farm, Bungay.
Report of Sand Martin ringing 2013 -2014

The Sand Martin ( Riparia riparia ) is a species which has been studied for several years, one project
in Cheshire has been in place for some 23 years, so our site at Fen Farm, Bungay with 4 years of
recording is very much in its infancy when compared to this.
A great deal of information has been forthcoming from projects across the UK and it is generally
accepted that the climatic factors in the African wintering grounds of our Palaeartic long distance
migrant birds is crucial in their life cycle. Research carried out in the wintering grounds of the sub
Saharan regions suggest the short wet season, sometime between June and October is crucial as it
causes major watercourses to flood and it’s with the subsequent receding water levels that
vegetation grows, providing the habitat for insect life necessary for the survival of the migrant
birds. Periods of drought can have an adverse effect on many of our overwintering migrants.
European Sand Martins spend the winter in the Sahel region of West Africa, south of the Sahara
desert and it is from here they start their incredible journey of some 3100 km [1760 miles] back to
their breeding colony in Bungay, an amazing feat for a bird with an average body weight of some
13 grams.
Met Office data indicates that 2013 had the coldest spring since 1962, with temperatures dipping to
1 - 2 oC below average across Britain, however this was followed by the warmest summer since
2006 providing a drier than average three week spell in July for East Anglia.
Both Sand Martins and Swallows returning to Europe from their over wintering grounds in the
Sahel region of Africa were met with strong headwinds and low temperatures, in fact March was
declared as being the coldest since 1962, so the returning Fen Farm Sand Martins were arriving two
to three weeks later than recent years. The first Sand Martins were seen back in mid-April and with
further arrivals following soon afterwards and it was noted that nest excavation was soon underway.

Cliff face on 12th March 2013. Snow still on ground and note the number of visible nest holes.

Nest hole excavation is well underway by mid-April. If you look closely you may be able to see the claw marks where
the birds have worked the start of the entrance. The hole tunnel extends back for approximately 50 – 60cms [ 20 -24
inches], to where a shallow saucer shaped nest contains the eggs and subsequent youngsters.

This photograph was taken on the 21st July and it illustrates how much work has been carried out by the Sand Martins,
when compared to the earlier photograph from March. It is difficult to accurately state how many of the nest holes are
breeding ones as some of the later excavated ones may be used for roosting purposes only. The large holes at the bottom
have been created by resident rabbits.

Six ringing sessions were held during 2013 and the details appear below. Two mist nets were used
and the format of positioning in front and at the side of the cliff face proved to be successful. In all a
total of 268 Sand Martins were processed using BTO rings on a CMR basis [Capture Mark Release]
Date

Fen Farm ringed
returning birds
20 Jun
[ 2012 ] 4
01 Jul
[ 2011 ] 3 [2012 ] 4
16 Jul
[ 2011 ] 1 [ 2012 ] 2
28 Jul
[ 2011 ] 1 [ 2012 ] 1
13 Aug
[ 2012 ] 1
25 Aug 0
Total of new ringed birds in 2013

Control
ringed birds
[ * ] 3
[ ** ] 1

New code
4
37
26
18
7
1
0
89

New code
3JJ
4
19
22
26
20
1
92

Retrap
0
10
27
17
10
2

Total in
Session
48
63
70
52
32
3

Notes
Fen Farm ringed returning birds : [ year bird was first ringed ] with number of birds recorded in this session
Control ringed birds : The term control refers to the distance a bird has moved between the site of ringing and the site
of recapture, for Sand Martins this is greater than 10km [ 6.16 miles ].
[ * ] this session provided three birds under the control category. One was first ringed at Weybourne, Norfolk on 26
June 2011, the second bird was first ringed at Iklesham, East Sussex on 9 September 2012 , however the highlight of the
session has to be a Paris, France ringed bird. Unfortunately we are still awaiting details via the BTO as to the origins of
this bird.
[ ** ] we had a second Paris, France ringed bird at this session, again we await the details from the BTO.
New ringed, code 4 birds : Code 4 defines birds, as those hatched before current calendar year- exact year unknown.
New ringed, code 3JJ birds : this code is used to define birds definitely hatched this calendar year and are in wholly
juvenile plumage.

One of the Paris, French ringed birds. ( Photograph: Harry Read )

The Future
The site is now established sufficiently for us to elevate the data we record to enable us to
participate in one of the BTO nationally recognised surveys known as [ RAS ], Retrapping Adults
for Survival. This project was started in 1998 with object to gather retrap information on breeding
birds, which will allow us to monitor the survival rates of a wide range of birds in a variety of
habitats. Information on survival rates is important because it can help us to understand why bird
populations may be changing. Knowing about changes in survival rates of birds is vital for effective
conservation action, but all too often this information is sadly lacking.
The RAS scheme measures in the main the number of Adult birds returning each year, using our
records from when our site started in 2010 we can already demonstrate how our site is developing:2010 First use of the site by the Sand Martin, we ringed 53 New birds.
2011 We had 2 Fen Farm ringed returning birds plus we ringed 120 New birds.
2012 We had 5 Fen Farm ringed returning birds plus we ringed 86 New birds.
2013 We had 5, 2011 and 12, 2012 Fen Farm ringed returning birds plus 181 New birds.
It is therefore expected to recover a greater number of our Fen Farm ringed birds in 2014, purely
based upon the increase in the size of our colony and the number of birds wearing Waveney Bird
Club rings.
Once registered with the scheme we are required to follow a laid down procedure when conducting
future ringing sessions and I know the members of the ringing team are looking forward to what
2014 holds forth.

2014
It is extremely disappointing to have to report that the Sand Martins did not return to the
sand face site in 2014. We can only assume they chose another site in the locality and the
ringing team are hopeful of their return in 2015

Acknowledgement: WBC are grateful to the Crickmore family for allowing this ringing study to
take place at their farm together with their care and attention to this sand face area that provides
such an important breeding site for Sand Martin.
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